ANDINAS
Divider Leather

ANDINAS
Divider Leather

Product type
Divider
Materials
Galvanized and powder
coated tubular steel,
Leather
Colours
pastel violet/cognac brown/
natural brown/bordeaux
pastel green/sky blue/
light grey/dark grey
Country of origin
Colombia
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Place of use
Commercial and
Residental
Environment
Indoor
Customise product
Please contact
shop@amesliving.de
for bespoke version

Design and inspiration
Ames introduces a new version of the stunning Andinas room divider with
an intricate webbing made from the most supple leather strings. A design
by Mae Engelgeer, the screen’s organic shape reflects the diverse landscapes of Columbia. The new variations come in two fascinating colour
ways inspired by two very different types of environments the Southern
American country has to offer.
Combining deep blues and earthy beiges and browns, the first version is an
ode to the Eastern Andes with its snow capped mountain peaks, high valleys, open deserts and the Magdalena river cutting through the open land.
Defined by a multitude of green hues, the second new Andinas divider captures the spirit of the Paramo, the high-altitude ecosystems between the
timberline and snow line. There, heavy clouds breeze over a flora signified
by high grasses, bushes, herms and ferns.
About the designer
Since opening her studio in 2013, Mae Engelgeer has been driven by her
interest in craft techniques. Using yarns, colours, patterns and fabrics, she
pushes the boundaries of textile production to adapt old methods for modern life.
This approach is the reason that the collaboration with ames is so fruitful.
Mae got to know the incredible talent of the Colombian craftspeople, who
work with materials that are rarely used in rugs, for example, the fibres of the
fique plant. And because the entire production relies on manual labour, all
the fine details in Mae’s design come across beautifully in the final product.
Mae Engelgeer’s works combine subtle colour palettes, patterns and linear
elements. Complex compositions are brought to perfection and give rise to
new harmonies.
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ANDINAS
Divider Leather

H: 1800 mm

Technical Specifications

H: 1300 mm

ANDINAS
Divider Leather

W: 1100 mm

W: 1500 mm

Dimensions (mm)
Small
Height: 1300
Width: 1100
Large
Height: 1800
Width: 1500
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Packaging dimensions
(H × W × D) (mm)
Small, Large
1400 × 1400 × 250
Item weight (kg)
Small
19
Large
22

Craft and manufacturing
Each divider is produced in ames partner ateliers in Bogota, Colombia’s
capital. Working with finest leather, the artisans weave the pattern by hand
over two weeks on the steel frame.
Care instructions
Only use indoors. Wipe clean with a dry cloth, do not use chemical cleaners
on the webbing. To protect the colours, avoid exposing the product to direct
sunlight over long periods.
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ANDINAS
Small, Large

pastel violet/cognac brown/
natural brown/bordeaux
00ADIVILS-1

pastel green/sky blue/
light grey/dark grey
00ADIVILS-2

pastel violet/cognac brown/
natural brown/bordeaux
00ADIVILL-1

pastel green/sky blue/
light grey/dark grey
00ADIVILL-2
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